
The Clean Remote SCR10 is compatible with many guest/patient in room entertainment systems (GRE)

including those which offer streaming or casting functionality. 

To select your system, PRESS and HOLD both            and            until the light to the left of the

POWER button lights up solid, then enter the corresponding three digit code. The light on the remote

turns off to confirm the code is stored. If the light flashes repeatedly repeat the process above to add

the code.  
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Battery Installation

A) Remove screw if present

B) Use a coin to rotate slot

    to unlocked position

Enseo                    004
World Cinema      005
WorldVue             005
Bonvoy                 006
AEP  Box               013

GuestTek         007 or 008
Sonifi               010, 011 or 012

The Remote is now ready to operate any LG, Samsung, RCA or Philips Commercial TV

INSTRUCTIONS

Note:  The optional screw for the battery compartment is not required, but will help reduce 

           battery loss. (Screw is taped inside blue box)

SCR10
TM

 If you have a guest/patient in room entertainment system or  Important: 

See back page for learning feature, tips and reset instructions

Note these systems must be connected to an LG, Samsung, RCA or Philips TV.
 SCR10 Remotes are not compatible with residential TVs 

Smart TV Remote Control
For Hospitality TVs, and many 

Hospitality  Streaming or Casting Systems 
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Lift Here

A

B

Ensure the batteries are installed correctly. A light to the left of the power button will flash any time a

button is pressed. If it does not, reinstall the batteries correctly or check the condition of the batteries. 

  

 GRE System you will need to program your remote as follows: 

C) Use your finger tip to 
     lift up battery cover

D) Install 2 AA batteries (must be new). 

    Watch for polarity   

If all of your system’s functions
are not working properly, please
try the next code for your system.

D



OK
ENTER

(*RCA & *Philips Commercial TVs)

The learning feature allows you to add or teach a command from your original remote to your Clean

Remote SCR10. 

1) On the Clean Remote SCR10 PRESS and HOLD both the              and                 until the light to 

    the left of the POWER button lights up solid.  

2) Point both remotes at each other                                             and select the Clean Remote 

    SCR10 button you wish to teach the new function to by PRESSING it one time. 

3) PRESS the button on the original remote you want the Clean Remote SCR10 to learn, one time. 

    The light to the left of the POWER button on the Clean Remote SCR10 will flash to confirm the   

    process is complete.

                               Simply repeat these steps to learn other button commands. 

To restore the Clean Remote SCR10 to its original factory settings.

PRESS and HOLD both the             and           until the light to the left of the POWER button flashes 3 times. 

The remote is now reset, it will now operate LG, Samsung, *RCA and *Philips TVs.
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Visit our website's FAQ section for tips, including how to select your Power On setting and

more. (For example the TV’s home screen or a TV channel)
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www.cleanremote.com

This remote is not compatible with cable company set-top boxes. 

Visit our website for cable set-top box capable models.

Factory Reset

Learning Function

Philips TV Tips

Important:  

You can use this feature to REPLACE the function of any button on the Clean
Remote SCR10.


